Shock Track
AVEPRO Shock Track is a professional electrified shock track designed to deter all pest birds from ledges,
parapets, beams, roofs and numerous other architectural features. AVEPRO is a strong deterrent to birds
and is the least visible product of all bird deterrent systems. The system has been in use for ten years in
Australian and New Zealand commercial buildings and industrial applications. AVEPRO Shock offers
building managers and professional installers a durable, long Life and low visibility system that can blend in
faultlessly with the structure. AVEPRO Shock Track is particularly useful with difficult to manage species
such as crows, ravens, cockatoos, Indian mynas and starlings. The system is also well suited to pigeons,
sparrows, seagulls and other traditional pest birds.

Available in four colours

High quality materials

Suits most architectural features

AVEPRO Shock product attributes:
 Available in 4 colours to suit most buildings
 Low profile - Only 6mm high and Invisible
when viewed from below
 Highly resistant to ultraviolet (U.V.) rays
 Strong deterrent to all bird species
 Backed by a manufacturer’s 5 year warranty
 Highly suited for difficult species such as
cockatoos, Indian mynas, crows, starlings
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 Durable stainless steel braid delivers a strong,
but harmless charge to teach birds to stay away
 Protecting buildings and structures worldwide
 Ideal for retail, domestic, commercial and
historical properties
 Can be solar or 240v powered using Australian
made energisers
 Economical because it WORKS!
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Shock Track
Installation procedure:
AVEPRO Shock Track is attached ledges, pipes, brick, stone walls, steel beams, rooves and building parapets using a
special bonding agent. The track is attached to a network of tracks around the structure and connected to an
Australian-made energiser which is either solar or 240v powered.
Humane:
While AVEPRO Shock Track delivers a strong message, the high voltage and low amperage shock teaches pest birds
to stay away. With our observations over hundreds of installation by our installation network in Australia and New
Zealand, we have never seen a bird harmed or injured by the system. AVEPRO Shock Track is in use in zoo’s and
animal parks in Australia, a symbol that indicates that pest birds are afforded rights to a simple and humane
deterrent system.
Strength and durability:
AVEPRO Shock Track offers a 5 year manufacturers product replacement warranty. The product is made from
stainless steel and high density, ultra-violet stabilized polyethylene, materials that will last longer that the warranty
in place. AVEPRO Shock Track has been in use in Australian since the original launch in 2004.
Low visual impact
At only 6mm high, AVEPRO Shock Track is the least visible of all the physical deterrent systems. When installed and
viewed from below, the product is generally not visible. The colours available blend well into most architectural
features.
Site access:
When AVEPRO Shock Track is in place, the charge can be quickly turned off at the energiser to avoid an accidental
shock when entering an area for maintenance.

Solar charger for up 100m track

Solar charger for up 450m track
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AVEPRO Shock Track Beige and Solar Charger
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Shock Track

Versatile design:
AVEPRO Shock Track can be used in a wide variety of ledges, parapets and endless architectural features. Ideal when
a low or no visual impact on the structured is demanded.
Comprehensive installation hardware:
AVEPRO Shock Track offers a variety of industry tough and heavy duty fixings and components to ensure the product
can be installed on almost any building or structure.

Neat corner fixings

Protecting a deep ledge without the need
for multiple rows of wires and spikes
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Solar power offers numerous benefits
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